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Abstract	

The inclusion of  sustainability as a subject of  study in design pro-
grams is increasingly in demand by educators and students, and 
by employers, suggesting that the main role of  future designers is 
to be involved in design for sustainable futures.

The lack of  a specific curriculum integrating design and sustain-
ability issues, in a focused undergraduate course, has been part-
ly a consequence of  a delayed process that involves changes in 
mind-set and in the way design education is seen for the 
long term.

In April 2008 I exhibited the results of  my Master’s thesis project, 
concerned with the development of  a curriculum dedicated to 
Design for Sustainability (DfS) at the undergraduate level. The 
project investigates potential content, methods and tools for a 
course, or course component, framed in the content of  theVi-
sual Communication Design (VCD) program at the University 
of  Alberta.

Design, sustainability and education form a triad 

upon which a Design for Sustainability curriculum should 

be based: design as a process, sustainability as a con-

cept and education as a medium. 
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The content, methods and tools for teaching DfS used in this 
project were tested and results analyzed, in order to evaluate 
appropriateness and performance, determine effectiveness, the 
level of  comprehension of  the general structure, and the level 
of  engagement of  students with the concepts included. The final 
proposal consisted of  a curriculum plan and teaching strategies, 
which are supported by materials and graphics, and were meant 
to be implemented in the teaching of  DfS.

This presentation shows diagrammatic representations and syn-
thesis of  the DfS concepts, as the first step of  ongoing research, 
development and implementation of  a more extended DfS cur-
riculum. The examples included were developed by students 
taken from three different design courses: Design Fundamentals 
[DES135], Systems and Concepts of  Design [DES 493] and De-
sign for Sustainability at Human Ecology [HECOL 493].

Introduction	

The goal of  the Design for Sustainability course is to give the con-
ceptual framework, modify the mind-set and allow the students 
to get a broader sense of  responsible design practice. Students 
taking Design for Sustainability reach a new view of  traditional 
design issues and even of  other fields rather than design. This 
means a better understanding of  the complexity and intercon-
nectivity that rule ecosystems and the requisite conditions for life. 
The course stimulates critical thinking and addresses new para-
digms of  design, bringing retrospective and prospective analysis.
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Overview of contents

The course consists of  a modular structure of  six units: 
 Introduction to the problems
 Introduction to Sustainability
 Design for Sustainability I: The	will	to	act
 Design for Sustainability II: The	issues	to	address
 Analysis of  Conceptual Tools 
 Analysis of  Case Studies

These six units are ordered in sequence, but shown as intercon-
nected (figure a). Interconnecting units means developing issues 
in parallel across more than one unit at the time. Each unit con-
tains a sequential core of  topics to address the learning process 
gradually. 

Figure a.

The diagram represents the interconnectivity between 

units and sub-units without missing the whole approach 

to the course content. Every connected node is directly 

linking exercises, lectures, readings, interrelated.
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Students can be overwhelmed by the complex nature of  the 
problems addressed. According to the conclusions of  the thesis 
research and testing results that supported this curriculum pro-
posal, by connecting problems from early stages with case-studies 
and tools, the risk of  discouraging students is reduced and the 
transition from understanding problems to finding solutions is 
optimized (Fiorentino, 2008). The holistic idea of  interconnectiv-
ity –inspired in Gestalt principles of  apprehension and percep-
tion applied to the learning process– allows a prior conception of  
the whole problematica and adds balance to the process of  achiev-
ing knowledge and understanding new concepts. The metaphor 
“going from linear to cycling” is present in the combination of  
both the hierarchical learning process and the interconnected 
holistic process. 
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Introduction to the problems / Introduction to Sustainability

The first two units of  the DfS curriculum include a necessary 
background on history and socio-political context from which 
the origins of  the problems can be traced. Among the main is-
sues to be analyzed and discussed in class, students overview the 
ancient sustainable world, understanding how the old nations 
and civilizations had a different approach to natural resources; 
students make connections to understand the path from the In-
dustrial Revolution to the present times facing global warming, 
to understand the connections between design and social issues 
like globalization, inequality and how these issues had led to the 
misconception of  natural evolution. 

Students have the chance to see the practice of  design as a part 
of  the problem and assume that the design field for too long has 
been mainly a tool of  consumption. Students achieve the notion 
of  designers as interpreters and problem identifiers rather than 
only problem solvers. After this first introduction, students learn 
the basis of  sustainability in all its known definitions. Part of  
this introduction includes a review within the field of  design: “A 
slow revolution” or the Evolution from Ecology, Eco-Design and 
Green Design to Sustainability and Design for Sustainability.

Finally,  the first two units also study the multidisciplinary aspects 
of  Sustainability and its connections with a cross-disciplinary as-
pect of  design practice.

Design for Sustainability: the issues to address and the will to act

In units 3 and 4, students consolidate a holistic approach to de-
sign practice, by detecting, presenting and discussing issues in 
class, and making connections between social, economical and 
environmental aspects of  design production.

�. The concept of process-oriented systems and structures has been mentioned in my 

thesis research, based on the work of many authors. Among them, Bryan Lawson refers 

to the process of design as an “endless process” in which problems are not mathemati-

cal problems, nor puzzles to solve (Lawson, 1980). From a more scientific approach 

Erich Jantsch refers to the process-oriented approach as a “new understanding” of 

natural systems (Jantsch, �980).

Sustainability Triple Bottom Line. This diagram address 

one of the most suitable definitions of sustainability.

bearable equitable 

viable 

Both design and sustainability must be framed in the context of  a 
new understanding of  systems and structures that rule the natu-
ral world and human society. This understanding may be charac-
terized as interdependent and process-oriented1 rather than the 
traditional verticality or linear conception of  problem-solving. 
Students discover that design and sustainability have this process 
of  re-valorization in common.

Other crucial design thinking concepts and values are introduced 
in class:
 • Responsibility in design practice. Students learn that   
 “social responsibility is an active, more than a reactive   
 concern” (Frascara, 1997). 
 • Designers as problem identifiers. Victor Papanek wrote   
 “the most important ability that a designer can bring is to   
 recognize, isolate, define and solve problems”. Based on this  
 premise, students develop the ability to be “reflective   
 practitioners” (Papanek, 1985/1971).
 • Designers as generalists. Students learn that man is a   
 generalist that, by designing his environments, tends   
 to achieve specialization (Papanek, 1985/1971). This   
 tendency can be misleading in a way that creates 
 overspecialization and isolation. Arthur Koestler described  
 the overspecialization of  species as “a detour in their 
 evolution, contrary to diversifying,” and pointed out   
 that “over-specialization is the principal cause of  stagnation  
 and extinction.” (Koestler, A. (1967). This problem is 
 manifested as uniformity and massification of  design.
 • Design within limitations. Students understand that design  
 also can be defined as “the management of  constraints.”2   
 Designers have to identify these limitations as a part of  the  
 problem-identifying equation and deal with them as a   
 part of  the problem-solving process, in order to bring 
 optimal solutions.
 • DfS as research. Designers are potential researchers, and  
 sustainability issues demand a deeper inclusion of  research  
 in the design process. Students learn methods and strategies,  
 as well as the procedures involved in conducting research.
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In terms of  the issues that design for sustainability practices have 
to address, the course demands that students understand the 
boundaries of  main areas or “limitations” that design has to work 
within:
 • Energy
 • Waste treatment
 • Environmental harm
 • Human health
 • Social (side)-effects
 • Products of  Design

Analysis of Conceptual Tools / Analysis of Case-Studies 

In the remaining two units, students have the chance to study 
different practical and conceptual tools, as well as analyze case 
studies, in order to apply new methods for achieving sustain-
able design. As a result, this content gives students the necessary 
knowledge to develop a practicum experience and submit a final 
project at the end of  the course.

The conceptual tools introduced are:

 • Triple bottom line sustainability strategy.3 Inclusion of    
 social and environmental factors in the design process.
 • Biomimicry: inspiration in the best possible design   
 (nature).5 Inclusion of  methods and techniques for   
 mimicking natural systems and solutions.
 • Slowdesign: a contra-cultural vision.6 Inclusion of  a   
 different approach to time factors and life-cycling.
 • Communicating Sustainability. Social marketing for DfS.
  Influencing human behavior through visual    
 communication, planning and development of  awareness   
 campaigns and design activism. Analysis of  common   
 mistakes and possible solutions for public campaigns.   
 Common iconic places, new vocabulary and jargon.   

2. An extended definition of the design process is “the management of constraints” in 

which the design process has to deal with difficulties and managing limitations. Victor 

Papanek suggested that designers have to take in account that constraints in human 

beings are related to biological limitations, limitations of habitat and the limitation of 

mortality (Papanek, �985/�97�). In other words, design has to work materially within 

natural systems, morally and culturally in a social context and effectively and efficiently 

within a timeframe. 

�. Based on sustainable development goals proposed by Brundtland (�987). 

�. Based on biomimicry issues, case-studies and educational material created by Janine 

Benyus (2002-2008) and patterns in nature by David Orr (2002-200�).

5. Based on the work done by Fuad-Luke (2005) and Slow Lab, 

Slow Design experiences.

6. Retrieved from IIIEE IcIs-Lund DfS course materials

7. Based on Vhije University Amsterdam models

8. Based on Wuppertal Institute models

9. Based on UNEP-Delft’s D�S course materials, University of Delft

�0. Based on Ecofoot and GPI by Rprogress

��. Criteria based on Sustainlane.us and UNEP-Delft’s D�S

 The risks of  politization and greenwashing side effects.
 • Restorative design. Introduction of  a core concept prior   
 to sustainability, a shift in the design process, making benign  
 products of  design or “regenerative” design. 
 • Inclusive design and user-centered design principles 
 applied to Design for Sustainability (to develop optionally)
 • Good is best vs. the more harmless the better: overview of   
 assessment tools for products of  design. Life Cycle 
 Assessment (LCA)6, Ecological Footprint (EF)7, GLUA8,   
 Impact matrix and 8-point wheel9, Ha-per-person 
 calculations concept.10

 • Benchmarking Sustainability. Information design: 
 developing models to rank and benchmark using available   
 sustainability data11  
 • Macro solutions. Politics, Economy and Marketing 
 frameworks. Clean Development Mechanism, green taxes   
 and cap and trade: pros and cons of  a controversial   
 regulation globally implemented. United Nations initiatives  
 and the NGO community. Kyoto protocol, COP15 and   
 other global innitiatives. 

These units include analysis of  case-studies framed on:
 
 • Zero waste products, zero waste packaging, zero waste   
 promotional material
 • A revolution in media: more communication devices,   
 smart and small energy use, zero tree depletion, the future   
 of  publishing.
 • Alternative Energy. The path to photosynthesis.
 • Sufficient nodes (homes) and efficient systems (cities)
 • Sustainable food. Consuming locally.
 • Carbon calculators, mapping, scenario building for 
 decision making and other sustainability widgets
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Final Project. 

Students develop an innovative no-waste design in any field –an 
object, system, visual communication piece, packaging, etc. The 
parts of  these projects are detecting a problem, analyzing the 
context, designing solutions, prototyping and justifying a pro-
posal, describing the implementation, submitting documentation 
and final exhibition. 

A selection of tools, exercises and projects inspired in 
this curriculum

In the past three years I have taught six design fundational courses 
and three senior courses in visual communication design and hu-
man ecology at the University of  Alberta. I have had the chance 
to include methods and projects from the DfS syllabus and cre-
ated new ones inspired in the DfS concepts. The following is a 
selection of  assignments included in my classes:

	 Exploration:	the	medium	is	the	message

 Students have to pick a statement from a given list and rep-
resent the concept by applying DfS principles of  critical thinking 
and innovation. Starting from scratch, they have to sketch differ-
ent ideas and conclude with a proposal that works as a catalyst of  
the represented concept. This exercise leads to discover solutions 
in “natural designs” –as it is suggested by biomimicry in unit 5,  
imagine new possible media based on future  and current tech-
nologies, and turn the design process into a proactive rather than 
a reactive one. (figure b, c)

	 Imagery,	page	layout	and	object	metaphor:	conveying			
	 sustainable	meaning	for	first	year	design	students	
	
	 Inspired by DfS concepts, design fundamentals students 
worked on exercises to convey meaning through imagery, page 
layout and object as metaphor projects.(figure d)

	 Awareness	campaigns	and	social-oriented	design	

 Social-oriented design and social marketing content is in-
cluded in many design programs. Projects in this subject cover 
several design matters, such as the design of  complex systems, 
communication strategies, and visual identity. (fig. e)

	 Design	activism/	designers	as	problem	identifiers:	
	 Detecting	hypocritical	visual	communication

 This assignment is an exercise to encourage students’ critical 
thinking on design responsibility. Students have to detect visual 
communication cases that they find contradictory with the na-
ture of  the image/product that the design represents. They then 
remark and criticize the design role as a part of  the controversial 
message, and finally make a new version of  the design, showing  
how it should be from their point of  view, and present it to the 
class for discussion.

	 Impact	matrix	and	kiviat	“spiderweb”	chart

 This is an assessment tool, originally described in my thesis 
project and later adjusted for teaching. It allows students to sup-
port their design decisions, such as materials and media, by ana-
lyzing the impact of  the design pieces included in every project in 
terms of  environmental, social and economic factors. The meth-
od is a way to visualize these impacts combining simple inputs 
from a matrix grid with a representation of  quantitative variables 
in a spiderweb-chart (or kiviat diagram). (figure f  )

Further research and teaching plans
 
Two big DfS challenges can be identified today in visual com-
munication design: the first is creating successful visual tools 
for monitoring sustainability (for awareness, persuasion and the 
pursue of  behavior change), the second is creating visualizations 
of  the impact of  design products into the ecological and social 
environment (LDC design assessment). I am currently working 
on both aspects as a designer, researcher and educator, involved 
in design projects, design research and design of  new content 
for design curriculae. These challenges keep me in permanent 
contact with colleagues from all around the world engaged with 
the same quests. I actively participate as member and advisor 
in international groups of  discussion for sustainable design and 
environmental issues.

My classes will keep incorporating DfS issues, both in traditional 
design programs as well as in multidisciplinary programs that 
consider design as a field of  interest.
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Figure b. A sketched project that used the statement: The 

energy of the most powerful nuclear plant hits the surface 

of the Earth everyday [sunlight]; however we use a very 

little part of it. The phrase inspired an innovative idea: 

using the light of the sun to reproduce the message on 

a natural surface, in this case grass. The message was 

shortened

and the idea optimized to meet typographic principles of 

readability, legibility and scale.

Figure c. Electronic paper and ink is one of the best 

alternatives among new technologies to explore for 

new media. Eliminating the polluting and unsustainable 

industry of paper is a challenge that depends on 

designers more than any other player. Students include 

prospective technologies for their designs in the seeking 

of new media.

Image retrieved from http://www.media.mit.edu/

micromedia/elecpaper.html

Figure d. Design Fundamentals projects. Conveying 

meaning through page layout, imagery, and object as a 

metaphor.
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Figure e. A series of images from awareness campaigns 

developed by intermediate design students.
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Figure f. DES �9� student’s work using the impact matrix 

and spiderweb chart to compare different design pieces 

from conference materials.
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Students work:

Cameron McRae DES493

Camryn Boechler DES493

Liz Jung DES493

Gaby Wong DES493

Diane Connors DES494

Courtenay McKay DES494

DES135
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